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DAY 1

Welcome
•

Modwenna Rees-Mogg

•

Modwenna has 20 years working in corporate finance,
business angel investment and venture capital. She
started www.AngelNews.co.uk 2003 focusing on media
•
and events in the angel and VC market. From £1,000 of
start up capital, she has grown it into the leading
information provider and commentator on the business
angel market in the UK. The monthly AngelNewsletter sent
to 10,000s angels and other investors is the broadest
commentator on and a thought leader in the angel and
•
wider private investor market (including VCTs and
crowdfunding) in the UK.
In recent years the AngelNews Group has expanded into
assisting senior executives build second careers in the
start and early stage entrepreneurial ecosystems through
The Pluralists Club www.thepluralists.club. It has also built
a private investor conferences business including the Great
British Private Investor Summit
www.privateinvestorsummit.com and The VCT & EIS

Investor Forum www.thevctandeisinvestorforum.com.
She is a NED of quoted Albion Tech and General VCT,
www.albion-ventures.co.uk and at Asset Match,
www.assetmatch.com and a Co-Founder of FCA authorised
(retail advisory permissions) ratings agency
www.CrowdRating.co.uk.
She has authored two books: ‘Crowdfunding, How to raise
money and make money in the crowd’ and ‘Dragons or
Angels’, a handbook for people wanting to become, or
raise money from, business angels. She is a Visiting Fellow
at Cranfield University and has recently been appointed UK
High Commissioner for the World Business Angels Forum.

Agenda Day 1
Day 1 Morning

Day 1 Afternoon

1. Welcome by WBAF Chairman
2. The speakers
3. Introduction to the angel investment
market, including WBAF
4. Becoming a business angel
5. Identifying opportunities
6. Creating a portfolio of investments

Due Diligence and Risk Management
1. Commercial
2. People
3. Legal
4. IP
5. Financial
6. Exit
7. Co-investors
8. Their due diligence on you

Agenda Day 2
Day 2 morning
1. Review of Day 1
2. Setting the deal terms
3. Valuing the business
4. Negotiating the deal
1. Term sheets
2. Conducting the negotiation
3. Other paperwork
5. Post investment governance and
deal monitoring

Day 2 afternoon
1.
2.
3.
4.

New funding rounds
The Exit
The Role of Government and policy makers
Setting up a business angel network or
syndicate
5. Exam
6. Answer Sheet
7. Closing Remarks

3. Introduction to the Angel
Investment Market

WBAF

An affiliated partner of the G20 Global
Partnership for Financial Inclusion
(GPFI), the World Business Angels
Investment Forum (WBAF) is an
international organisation aiming to
ease access to finance for businesses
from start-up to scale-up, with the

ultimate goal of generating more jobs
and more social justice worldwide.
wbaforum.org

The Angel Investment Market Worldwide

Global:
Regional:
National:
Networks:

WBAF
EBAN, ABAN, MBAN, LBAN, BANSEA
UKBAA, ACA,TBAA
London Business Angels
Cambridge Business Angels
Syndicates: 24 Haymarket, Space Angels
Individuals 100,000s

Who are business angels
• Business angels are private individuals who invest their own money
in companies run by people they previously did not know.
• They invest this money in shares and loan stock.

Sources: OECD (2011), EBAN (2006), Wong (2002), Ibrahim (2010), and Osnabrugge (2000)

Early Stage Investment in 2017
• Total European early stage investment
market estimated at €11.4bn

Investment

• €7.3bn from business angels
(€5.5bn in 2013)
• €3.5bn from early-stage VCs
(€2.0bn in 2013)

• €0.63bn from Equity Crowdfunding
(€0.08bn in 2013)
Source: EBAN 2017

Business angels

Early stage VC

ICO

Equity crowdfunding

Source: EBAN

Number of business angel networks in Europe

Source: EBAN

Breakdown of Angel investment in visible and
non-visible markets

Source: EBAN

Average investments 2013-2016

NB: in € and based on visible market statistics

Source: EBAN

Angel Investments by country, 2014-2016

NB: in €m
based on
visible
market
statistics

Source: EBAN

Angel investment / GDP ratio (%), 2016

Source: EBAN

Investors distribution by age and gender

Source: “Understanding the Nature and Impact of the business angels in Funding Research and
Innovation” and EBAN

What business angels invest in

Source: EBAN

Patient capital – how long are angels
invested?

Source: “Understanding the Nature and Impact of the business angels in Funding Research and Innovation”

Where angels invest

Source: “Understanding the Nature and Impact of the business angels in Funding Research and Innovation”

Angel market size

Sources: EBAN, ACA, OECD
- Visible Market is based on data collected from BANs and Angel Groups

Business lifecycle - operational

Start-up life cycles

Funding ladder

Source: OurCrowd (2015)

Different types of business angel
• Full-time “super” angel
• Retired from day job, part-time investor – mixture of passive and
active
• Passive angel/syndicate participant
• Fully passive - investor in an angel fund

Sources: OECD (2011), EBAN (2006), Wong (2002), Ibrahim (2010), and Osnabrugge (2000)

Roles angels undertake
(in addition to being an investor)
Chairman of the board; non-executive director (may be unpaid)
Board observer
Mentor to the founder/s
Strategist/planner e.g. helping with set up by writing the HR
manual or financial projections
• Executive role e.g. Marketing Director
•
•
•
•

Sources: OECD (2011), EBAN (2006), Wong (2002), Ibrahim (2010), and Osnabrugge (2000)

Angels vs venture capitalists
Aspects

Angel Investors

Venture Capitalists

Personal Background

Entrepreneurs

Financial investors, consultants, or from industry

Capital Source

Their own money

From funds and other individuals on behalf of them

Target Investments

Seed and early stage

Across the spectrum from seeds to later mature
stage

Investment Instruments

Common Shares

Preferred Shares

Location of Investments

Mostly local

Nationally and Internationally

Investment Sources

Through social and Angel Group Networks

Through social networks and outreaching

Due Diligence

Conducted by Angels based on
experience

Conducted by in-house employees and external
firms (eg, law)

Post-Investment

Active and hands-on approach

Strategic, Board seat

Rate of Return

Important but of lesser concern

Of critical importance

Exits

Important but of lesser concern

Of critical importance

Sources: OECD (2011), EBAN (2006), Wong (2002), Ibrahim (2010), and Osnabrugge (2000)

Types of crowdfunding

• Reward-based crowdfunding; pre-orders

• Equity Crowdfunding
- If there is a lead angel in a crowdfunding project, the interest of crowd funders
may increase
• Crowd-lending

Angel investing vs crowdfunding
Angels
Individuals/syndicates
Usually less than E1m per person
Usually has other activities and
investments (active or passive)
Involved at board
level/occasionally operational or
not at all
Looking for 10x returns
Crowdfunders
Individuals
Usually E25-2,000
Will have other activities and
investments (passive)
Not involved at board level
Maybe just a “fan” of the company

Alignment of interest between crowdfunding
and angels
• Both crowdfunding investors and angels want to have a long term reward from
the growth of the company and are willing to accept the risks of investing for a
long time
• Crowdfunding investors tend to, but don’t always, invest smaller sums than
angel investors
• Crowdfunding investors tend to be more willing to invest in companies with
lower growth prospects and/or dividends. Angel investors invest for the long
term capital gains

Benefits of crowdfunding
• Since 2012, crowdfunding industry has boomed, but is now stabilising
• Startups can raise up to $1m in capital per year without having to register securities with the
SEC (US)
• Funding does not have to be equity-based
- rewards-based approaches
• Arbitrarily easier to attract investors

• Crowdfunding increases business visibility
• Angels can learn about a unfamiliar sector before investing heavily
- can test the waters with a small investment
• Crowdfunding investors may become angel investors

Cons of crowdfunding
• Fundraising is not unlimited
•
•

Often will have to turn to angels if they require more than $1m
“Crowdfunding cap” may not be sufficient

• Crowdfunding fees can be substantial
•

additional costs e.g. making a video

• Crowdfunding is very public

• In a crowdfunding campaign, even if the funds are raised, the round may not
close if problems arise
• Post investment, lots of small investors who can be difficult to manage

ICOs

• Coins or tokens in exchange for a crypto-currency which the company then turns
into fiat currency to fund growth
• Can be a payment in advance for a service or to own an interest in an asset
• Very early days and very very risky, but a way to get large sums into a company for
it to grow

4. Becoming a business angel

Learn by learning and doing
• It’s very important to understand the theory and the rules behind angel investing
• Then set your rules
• Time
• Money
• Your “fun” threshold

• Then learn by doing – follow existing angels in deals, invest via a syndicate and/or
an early stage fund

• Once you are confident you know what is going on, you can offer to lead a syndicate
• Whilst some angels do, it’s much more risky to invest alone

Investment roadmap for an angel
• Investing alone:
- directly into the start up
- through a personal investment company
• Investing with others:
- directly into the start up
- through an Angel Fund
- through a VC Fund
• Different types of investment:
- Quasi / Equity
- Loan
- Assets as collateral
- Providing mentorship

Working with other angels
• Other angels are people like you; they are not businesses and will behave as
individuals – their needs and wants will change over the lifecycle of the
investment.

• A lot of the work you will do will be for “free” and will be shared with others on
a “no responsibility” basis. It is important to participate in this activity.
• It is generally frowned upon for angels to take cash out of the transaction early
on; rewards are more likely to be share options or being able to buy new shares
at a discounted rate.

• Know when to give way to someone better qualified to help.

Your responsibilities
• If you are a passive investor your only responsibility is as a shareholder.
• If you are an active investor you may have one or more of the following legal
responsibilities
• Director duties
• Regulatory obligations
• HR responsibilities
• Be careful not to mix up how you help with your legal responsibilities – get
everything written down clearly and if necessary take your own legal advice on
your position.
• Remember even though you may only be a shareholder you can be drawn into
litigation if you actively fund your portfolio company’s litigation costs!

Lifecycle of an angel investor

Research

Invest

Exit

Re-invest

Year 1:

Research and make friends with
other angels
Year 2:
Start investing, first failures
Year 3-5: 2nd rounds, new investments,
“plum”exits
Year 5+:
Later rounds, more failures, more
exits
Year 10-15: Final exits

How much to invest
• Conventional investment theory states you should not invest more than 10% of your wealth
(excl. your house and pension) in alternative assets. If you hold property, commodities etc
this is in the 10%, so your angel portfolio should be the balance i.e. under 10%
• To be fully diversified you need to hold lots of investments (30+)
• Set an annual budget of how much you will invest.
• Remember to set aside a budget for syndicate memberships, legal and accounting fees and
travel to see pitches and monitor your portfolio company

• Decide how much you will invest in each company
• Only invest in one round or
• Hold back E1-3 for every E1 you invest in each company
• Will you protect your % stake in which case valuations will increase so you will need more money
proportionately

• Will you reinvest your exit proceeds?

Deciding what type of angel you want to be
A handful of investments that you know well and help; or
A portfolio of investments where you are not really involved.
What stage you want to invest at; or
Back a few companies all the way.
Stay specific in one area e.g. tech or women; or
Spread your risk more widely.

Other ways of thinking about your investment
strategy
• Lifestyle vs Unicorn
• Social and impact investment
• Cross border investment

• Investing via a fund

Typical investment returns
• 2.6x average return on investment in 3.5 years
• 27% average IRR which is favourable compared to other PE investment returns
• 48% of exits return at least 1x

• 52% of exits return less than initial investment
Source Wiltbank & Boeker (2007)

5. Identifying opportunities

Identifying opportunities
Sources of deal flow

Also

• Friends and family

• Online platforms

• Networks and syndicates

• Accelerators/Incubators

• Social media

• Universities

• Cross border opportunities

• Business plan competitions

• Investing via a fund and coinvesting with a fund

• Other financial entities (banks, VCs)

• Events & Conferences

The types of business that are good for angel
investment
• Technology businesses that can scale quickly
• Highly disruptive businesses entering mature sectors
• High profit margins (before costs of customer acquisition) and customers
who pay up front or who pay via subscription
• Low capital expenditure
• “Sticky” customer models

Deal pipeline
100-1,000 Investments

50-500 investments
100 investments
50+ investments
20+ investments
1-5 Investments

Angel selection and rejection criteria

Preliminary checklist of what to look for
• Strong management team with market understanding, commitment and vision
• Clear market need and excellent market opportunity i.e. large market so even
if you take a small % the business will be worth £ms

• Protectable product or service e.g. patents, trade secrets
• International opportunity
• Don’t fall in love just because you like it or because it’s “on trend”
• A business that is likely to sell at a premium to a larger company

Interpreting the pitch
The Elevator Pitch

The Formal 10 Minute Presentation

1. Can they explain it in 1-2
minutes (in the elevator!)?

1. Is the balance of information in the
pitch right?

2. Do you understand and like
the sector?

2. Is the team complete?

3. Is it different, disruptive,
dynamic?

3. Do they explain the business model?
(Are there customers?)

4. If you trust your instincts, do
you trust the person?

4. Is the market opportunity enormous?
(What do the numbers look like).

Interpreting the pitch 2
What you should discount

What you must focus on

1. The financials – only 5% will be right
2. The team is likely to be over
estimating its abilities
3. The market opportunity – probably
smaller than they think
4. The business model is likely to be the
first of many variants

1. Does it all make sense?
2. Do you understand and like the sector?
3. Is it different, disruptive, dynamic in
a market right for change?
4. If you trust your instincts, do you trust
the team?

Interpreting the pitch 3
What they won’t be telling you
1. If there are problems within the team
2. What they don’t know about their own failings
3. What problems there may be in getting to market
4. How much money they really need in all

5. Possibly, what competition is out there.

6. Creating a portfolio of investments

The best sectors for investment

Risk: Good or Bad?

“Nothing ventured, nothing gained.”

Timing
Remember that time risk is important when you are an angel
investor.
You need to invest in a growing market or ahead (but not too far ahead) of a market trend
that is about to happen.
• Invest too early and the company may have to spend a lot of money waiting for the
market to catch up
• Invest too late and the company might have to pay a lot to build market share
• Though remember second mover advantage can be a good place to be as the first
mover pays to build the market
• Align your own financial circumstances with the investments you are going to make
• Remember many angel investments do not exit in less than 10-15 years to be prepared to
be patient
•

Building a portfolio of investments
• Do not invest all your money at
once, try to invest with others early
on so you learn how to do it.

• Use spreadsheets and
charts to monitor
your portfolio.

• Investments are like buses – there
will be another one along in a
minute. Remember also that once
you have a portfolio you will have
to consider later funding rounds
each of which should be considered
as seriously as the first.
• Full time angels may not invest for
1-2 years if opportunities are:
• Not exciting; or
• Overpriced

• Consider how much
you are allocating to
any one sector or
stage as well as to
specific companies
Source: Seraf investor

Lunch

1. Due Diligence & Risk Management

Due diligence
• A thorough investigation and evaluation of the target company
• Undertaken to increase chance of an effective investment
• Takes into consideration all aspects of the business including:
- Financial projections
- Current and previous state of the business
- Management of the business
- Investment terms

• Not an attempt to value the business
• Maps out the risk profile of the business

Due diligence – why it matters

Source: Wiltbank
and Boeker (2007)

Qualities that angels look for
• Businesses with scaling potential following the J-Curve
• Market demand based on potential customers
• Thorough Risk Management and Mitigation
• Revenues in excess of €1m in 3 years and €20m in 6 years

• Expecting large gross margins
• “M&A exit feasible in 5-8 years” though more often this is 10-15 years
• Efficient team with a management (& CEO) that will listen to you and respond
• Realistic and acceptable pre-money valuation

Who does the due diligence?
• You and other potential investors share the due diligence
• Remember you and others should only do this on a no 3rd party risk basis

• Professional advisers (with costs met by the angels)
• Note: it is unlikely the network or syndicate manager will do deep due diligence though they
will do initial due diligence before they show you the deal

• The management team

Due diligence

Source: lucintel.com

Due diligence

Source: Capnamic

Commercial due diligence
• Key Risk Indicators
• KPIs – internal
• Milestones
• Market characteristics
• Who are the customers
• What is the fail safe supply chain?

Commercial due diligence
• B2C products – have they done a reward crowdfunding campaign to test market
demand?
• B2B – Approve samples before production line is built
• Use a specialist small batch manufacturer before building your own plant
• Pre-orders or intentions. Always get paper evidence of this – do not rely on
the founders’ words
• Understand the sales process e.g. how easily sales managers can reach the
customer
• Understand who the final buyer is e.g. is it an external retailers who
purchases final product
• Form strategic partnerships which enhance the opportunity

Commercial due diligence

Porter’s
Five
Forces

Commercial due diligence
1. Secure written statements confirming product validity from recognised field experts. Take
up references from customers
2. Use prototypes during negotiations with suppliers and potential clients

3. Make use of standardised components and equipment during production to reduce the risk
of non-performing units.
- specialised production ought to be considered further on in the life-cycle
4. Cyber risk

People due diligence
Risk – what risk are they taking (cash and time) – does their reward
mean it is worth it for them?
Resources – does the team have the skills and resources they need to
implement the plan (and leave room for error)
Reward – how are they being rewarded and in what time frame?
Responsibilities – who is taking what responsibility?

People due diligence
• Really understand who the team behind the founder/s is/are. Should you add a cofounder immediately?
• Look into their backgrounds
• Do they have the right skills sets to do the job?
• When hiring the second tier – is it more effective to hire an Interim Manager?
• Angels who tend to be hands-on and to effect introductions to customers/suppliers/new team members
• If it is not appropriate to champion the deal with your network, it is probably a deal you should not
invest in as you will find it hard to add value
• Don’t forget to check out strategic partnership – are they reliable partners and how is responsibility
shared?
• Remember the team that is hired should be a team the business will grow into, not the other way around
so try to hire experienced management in the industry

People due diligence

• How are they rewarded now? How will they be rewarded in the future? Are they incentivised to
stay while valuable but move aside if they are no longer helpful?
• Good leaver/bad leaver
• Option scheme for the second tier and new hires
• What are the reporting channels?
• How hierarchical is the company now and in the future?

Legal due diligence
• Are you investing in the company you expect?

• Does the company own what you expect?
• Website
• IP
• Understand who controls the business day to day and strategically and
who signs the cheques
• Subscription agreement, articles and shareholders agreement
• Cap table
• Share certificates

Legal due diligence
• Written statements from licensing entities with clear outline of expected timings

• Agreement with potential investors that money will only be accepted after licensing has
been approved
• If company does not own the IP, who does and what formal licensing arrangements are in
place?
• Research key regulations and laws which impact the business and how these might
change
• Seek professional third-party assistance with legal matters concerning the constitution of
the company (eg, Articles of association and memorandum of association) and taxation

IP due diligence
• IP on public record
• Patents
• Trade Marks
• Design Rights
• Copyright
• Trade secrets – how secret are they
• Consider the financial projections
• Over optimism – base case vs optimistic
• Cost of achieving the growth
• Cost of acquisition of a customer
• Length of a customer relationship

Financial due diligence
• Understand the business model
• Margins
• Working capital cycle, sales cycle
• Headroom
• How much money do they have in the bank today?
• Headroom in the future
• Consider the financial projections
• Over optimism – base case vs optimistic
• Cost of achieving the growth
• Cost of acquisition of a customer
• Length of a customer relationship

Financial due diligence

•
•
•
•
•
•

Written quotes from and/or contracts with suppliers
As the business scales what capex will be required to cope with growth
Reducing the level of investment (by splitting the investment) → What does this mean?
For overheads, consider renting instead of buying
Make use of buy-back options
Consider subcontracting production initially before investing heavily in production
Consider collecting down-payments from clients to secure orders
Understand the business’ full capital requirements and sustainability

• Mitigating financial Risk - leverage
To improve the gains on an investment deal:
1. Increase equity (the participation in the finalbusiness)
or
2. Reduce investment size
or
3. Lend the company money so you get a coupon
and the capital back plus your equity interest.

Image Source: Omaha World-

Exit due diligence
1. When is the exit expected?
2. What is the route to exit?
• Trade sale
• Merger
• IPO
• MBO
3. Who is going to buy the business and why
1. Take out a competitor
2. Add value to buyer’s business
3. Strategic necessity

What will you do if it goes wrong?

• Help with a shut down – maybe write another cheque?
or

• Walk away

Co Investors due diligence
•
•
•
•

•
•

Who has already invested in the company – both loans and equity – is it all
recorded properly?
What is their relationship with the founders?
Are existing investors likely to reinvest – if not, why not?
Who are you investing with in this round?
• Founders
• Existing investors
• Other angels
• VCs/crowdfunders
Who is lead investor and what advantages do they have for being lead?
• Who will replace the lead investor if they stop?
Are your interests, approach and timescales aligned?

Source: EBAN research committee

Their due diligence on you
• What can founders and other investors find out about you?
• LinkedIn
• Personal connections
• Your own website
• From other founders you have backed (have references ready)

• Will you commit to how much you will/can invest in later rounds?
• How involved will you be?

Make sure you are always explicitly accurate about what you will do
and how much you will invest as entrepreneurs will rely on you.
Source: EBAN research committee

Key questions angels ought to ask entrepreneurs
1.

What does your business do?

2.

How many countries does and will your business 11. What is your financial model?
operate in?
12. What are your profit and cash flow predictions
Who currently has a stake in your business?
for the next year, 3 years, and 5 years?

3.

4.

10. What is your business model?

Are these people investing in this funding
round?
- If not, why not?

13. Why do you need my investment?

5.

Tell me about your management team.

15. What is your valuation of the business?

6.

Are there any gaps in the management team?
How will these be addressed?

16. How do you justify that valuation?

7.

Who are your current and future customers?

18. What are your personal long term goals?

8.

Who are your suppliers and what are your
19. What is your exit strategy?
contingency plans for when they can no longer
20. When do you intend to exit?
supply you?

9.

What intellectual property protection do you
have?

14. What are your plans for future funding rounds?

17. What are your long term goals for the business?

Source: Rees-Mogg, M. (2008)

More questions for entrepreneurs
• What are the details of •
your smallest and
largest customers?
•
• What is your cost of
customer acquisition?
• What customers have •
left you and why?
• What is differences in •
costs and resources to
service your largest and •
smallest customers?

Who are your
competitors?
How are you
performing in relation
to these competitors?
What is your market
segment?
How is your market
segment behaving?
Is your market segment
growing?

• How long is the life of
your product/service?
• When substitutes
appear, how will you
react?
• What is your R&D
focusing on?
• How much are you
spending on PR and
advertisement?
• What is the product
development and
launch time-line

More questions for entrepreneurs
• Have you considered the risks and challenges
to commercialisation?
• How much have you raised this funding round?
• What was the pre-money valuation for this
round?
• When will you hold more financing rounds?
• How much would you be looking for?
• Who are the management and what
experience do they have?
• Who is on the board?
• What are your intentions for the business in
the long-run?

• Case Study
A company has a new type of material that is frictionless. It is looking to sell this
as sheets and pillowcases to the National Health Service. What questions should
you ask before you invest?
A company wants to provide independent (buy-side research) on equities in EU
markets. There is a healthy sell side market in operation. What questions should
you ask before you invest?

End of Day 1 - Review

